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Abs t rac t .  We improve linear cryptanalysis by introducing a technique 
of probabilistic counting into the maximum likelihood stage. 
In the original linear cryptanalysis based on maximum likelihood method 
with deterministic counting, the number of effective key and text bits 
is a multiple of the number of bit involved in the input to some S-box. 
Then, when larger S-boxes are used, 2R-method and even the 1R-methods 
can become impractical just because the number of effective text and 
key bits become excessive. Though 2R-method is practical for attack- 
ing DES, existing examples of ciphers where 2R-method is impractical 
include LOKI91. 
We overcome this problem by selecting a part of the effective key bits and 
investigating the probabilistic behavior of the remained effective key bits. 
The previous attacks discusses deterministic evaluation of the given ap- 
proximated formula only when all values of the effective text/key bits are 
known, while we compute the probability that the approximated formula 
with unknown inputs equals to zero. 
This extension of linear cryptanalysis make useful for 2R-attack on LOKI91, 
then improves the performance of previous attacks. Furthermore, we im- 
plemented some experiments of attacks on 4-round LOKI91, and con- 
firmed the effectiveness of our method. 

1 In troduct ion  

1R- and 2R-methods of Linear cryptanalysis: In a linear cryptanalysis developed by 
Matsui [Mat93, Mat94], the attacker identifies a (linear) relation between some 
bits of the plaintext, some bits of the ciphertext, and some bits of the user- 
provided key. Matsui showed that, if the relation does not hold exactly half the 
time, key information can be extracted by using max imum likelihood method 
with a large enough set of  known plaintext and ciphertext pairs. 

The fundamental method of linear cryptanalysis finds only one bit of the key, 
which is a par i ty  of a subset of the key bits. Additional techniques of reducing 
the number of rounds of the approximations, by eliminating the first and/or  last 
rounds, and counting on all the key bits affecting the data at the rounds not in 
the approximation can reduce the number of required plaintexts, and increase the 
number of key bits that the attack finds. 
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The block ciphers that we are now concerned with are iterative and repeatedly 
use a round transformation during encryption. In the 1R-method, the cryptana- 
lyst guess the value of part of the use-provided key in either the first rounds or 
the last rounds. In the 2R-method, the guess is for the user-provided key from 
both the first and the last rounds simultaneously. 

In practical implementation, we recover key bits using linear techniques by 
first counting the number of plaintext/ciphertext pairs that fall into a variety of 
classes. These classes are defined according to the text involved in the linear ap- 
proximation (the effective text bits). We then process this data by guessing each 
possible value for the key bits involved in the linear approximation (the effective 
key bits) and combine this guess with the effective text, In this way scores can 
be kept for the number of times the bit identified by the linear approximation to 
the rest of the cipher is either zero or one. A guess can be made for the value of 
the effective key bits depending on these final scores. 
Limitation of 2R-Method: We should note that the number of effective key and 
text bits is a multiple of the number of bit involved in the input to some S-box. 
Then, when larger S-boxes are used, 2R-method and even the 1R-methods can 
become impractical just because the number of effective text and key bits become 
excessive. Though 2R-method is practical for attacking DES, existing examples 
of ciphers where 2R-method is impractical include FEAL and LOKI91. 
Our approach: To overcome the difficulty of applying 2R-method to ciphers with 
large S-boxes, instead of evaluating all effective text/key bits in the approximated 
equation in deterministic manner, we consider the probabilistic evaluation of the 
equation with unknown inputs. Namely, even though information on a part of 
inputs of the equation is not available, we can discuss the probability that the 
equation equal to zero, where the probability considers all possible patterns of 
unavailable input bits. Then, our probabilistic counting adds each probability, 
and finally judges the correct key among all key candidates according to max- 
imum likelihood method. Thus, the probabilistic counting algorithm decreases 
the number of essentially evaluated effective (key) bits, which makes applicable 
the approximated formula for 2R-method into to ciphers with larger S-boxes, 
Related works: A probabilistic approach in counting algorithm of linear crypt- 
analysis is initiated in Matsui's only-ciphertext attack of DES [Mat93]. Matsui 
eliminated the plaintext parts from the best linear expression for DES in a prob- 
abilistic manner under the assumption that plaintexts consists of natural English 
sentences represented by ASCII codes. Thus, Matsui's only-ciphertext attack 
considers the distribution of bits in plaintexts derived from the specific encod- 
ing, whereas we try to eliminate effective key bits by investigating the structure 
of S-boxes. 

Aoki and Ohta [AO94] also considered the level in the role of effective bits in 
linear cryptanalysis of FEAL, in which even the direct 1R-method is impractical. 
Then, they applied a similar technique as our probabilistic method in reducing the 
required memories for implementing the attack on FEAL, though they counted 
not exact probabilities but only approximated probabilities by {0, 1}-values. 

We should remark that Morris [Mor78] have considered how to reduce the 
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required registers for counting events by probabilistic arguments. 
Another solution to discount excessive cost of 2R-method is proposed in 

[KR96]. They introduce newly discovered non-linear approximations into (mul- 
tiple) linear cryptanalysis, which also achieve better performance than the pre- 
vious 1R-attack on LOKI'91 [TSM94], while our probabilistic method uses the 
previously known (best) linear expressions. Then, this paper compares, via ex- 
perimental performance, our method to the multiple linear cryptanalysis with 
non linear approximation [KR96]. 
Applying our idea into LOKI91: We investigates how the probabilistic count- 
ing method can be applied to linear cryptanalysis for LOKI91. Our theoretical 
estimation implies that 

- For breaking 10-round LOKI91, our method needs 1.78 • 254 known plaintexts 
with 221 counter, while the multiple non-linear attack [KR96] requires 1.72 • 
256 known plaintexts with 22o counters. 

- For breaking 12-round LOKI91, our method with 221 counters requires 1.88 • 
263 known plaintext, whereas the direct 1R-method [TSM94] with 213 coun- 
ters requires 1.97 • 267 known plaintexts. 

Experiments of our attacks: We implemented some experiments of attacks on 
4 rounds LOKI91 for confirming our theoretical estimation on the number N of 
known-plaintexts required for successful attack. In particular, the success rate 
parameter c = N/(p- 1/2) 2, where p is the probability related to the used 
approximated formula, is an important for the practical performance on attacks 

Then, we implemented similar experiments as one did in [KR96], to predict 
the success rate of our method. Name]y, instead of direct implementing by using 
221 counters, we executed the counting algorithm by assuming that a part of 
target key (e.g. the effective key of the first round) is known, which decreases the 
number of implemented counter and makes feasible for implementing. 

In our probabilistic method with 221 counters, 4-round LOKI91 is breakable 
with 1.42 x 2 is known-plaintexts, which is theoretically estimated as c = 8. 
Under the condition that the 12 effective key bits of the first round is given to the 
cryptanalysis, we have implemented this attack with only 221-12 = 29 counters, 
and the experience results imply that 209,306 plaintexts (c = 4.5) is sufficient 
for achieving 96% success rate and c -- 6 is sufficient for achieving 100% success 
rate, while the multiple non-linear attack [KR96] in the similar experiment with 
22~ = 2 s counters is reported to require 1,442,632 plaintexts (c = 8) for 
achieving 96% success rate. 

2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s  

2.1 N o t a t i o n  

Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. 
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P: The 64-bit data of the message 
C: The 64-bit data of the encrypted message 
PH(resp.PL) : The upper (resp. lower) 32-bit data of P,  P = (PH, PL) 
CH(resp.CL) : The upper (resp. lower) 32-bit data of C, C = (CH, CL) 
Fr(Xr, K~) : The r-th round F-function with input Xr and subkey Kr 
Y J: 6 input bits of the Sj box 
Sj(YJ): the output of Sj box with the input YJ 
A[i] : The i-th bit of a binary vector A 
Fx : the masked value of data X 
X[Fx] : the even parity value of the bitwise AND between X and F X  
A[i , j , . . . ,  k] := A[i] ~ A[j] ~ . . .  @ A[k] 

Note that we refer to the right most bit as the zero-th bit. 
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2.2 De sc r ip t ion  of  LOKI91 

LOKI91 is a 64-bit key/64-bit block cryptosystem similar to DES. This paper 
omits the details of the key-scheduling part because our analysis is independent 
of its algorithm. (See [BKPS91] for more precise description.) However, the F- 
function, which we describe below, plays an important  role in our analysis. 

The procedure of the LOKI91's / - round function Fi with the 32-bit input Xi 
and with 32-bit subkey Ki is defined as follows: 

B I = Xi 0 Ki, B = E(B I) 
yO = B l l B l o ' " B o ,  y1 = B19Bls . . .Bs  
y2  = B27B26.. .B16, y3  = B3B2. . .BoB31. . .B24 

0 = (S3(Ya)S2(Y2)SI(Y1)So(Y~ Fi(Xi, IQ) = P(O), (1) 

where E is an expansion permutation with 32-bit input/48-bit  output and P is 
a permutation over 32-bit. The computation Si(Y}) in this procedure (1) is given 
in the following: 

v lV oV Vd,col ' '  ' '  = =Y~Y~ ...Y~Y~ 
Si(Y i) = (col + ((row x 17) �9 ff16)&ff16)m(mod grow) (2) 

where grow, which is selected from the set 

{375,379,391,395,397,415,419,425,433,445,451,463,471,477,487,499}, 

is an irreducible polynomial over GF(2S). 

3 O u r  p r o p o s e d  m e t h o d  

3.1 Probabi l i s t ic  2 R - m e t h o d  

We apply the proposed probabilistic counting into 2R-method in linear cryptana- 
lysis. 
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Fig. 1. F function of LOKI91 

Consider the following approximated expression for n-round cipher, which is 
derived from the (best) linear expression for (n - 2)-round version: 

P[Fp] ~ C[Fc]@ FI(PL, K~)[FpL] �9 Fn(CL, K,~)[FcL] = K[FK], (3) 

which holds with probability p 7~ �89 Suppose that this formula includes t effective 
text bits and k = kl + k.  effective key bits, where kl effective key bits are in 
F1 and k~ effective key bits are F~. So, the original counting algorithm requires 
2 c + 2 t counters [Mat94]. 

Now we assume that only a part of the effective key bits is available, which we 
call viszble effective key bits, and the other effective key bits, which is not available 
for attacker, are called invisible. In the evaluation of the approximated formula 
with invisible effective key bits, we consider the probability that the approximated 
formula equals to zero when the effective text bits and the visible effective key 
bits are deterministically given, where the probability takes the average over all 
possibilities of the invisible effective key bits. 

We apply this probabilistic argument into Fn (CL, Kn)[EeL ], which is assumed 
to include k~ visible effective key bits, while we use the deterministic evaluation 
for FI(PL, IQ)[FpL] Then, the number of INvisible effective key bits is k~ = 
k~ - k~. Under this condition, the maximum likelihood method with probabilistic 
counting is implemented as follows. 

[Probabilistic Counting Algorithm] 

Step  1 Prepare 2 t counter Ui(O < i < 2t), where i corresponds to each value on 
the t effective text bits of Equation (3). 

S tep  2 For each plaintext and the corresponding ciphertext, compute the value 
"i" of Step-1 and count up the counter Ui by one. 
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Step 3 Prepare 2 k'+k~ counter Tj(0 < j < 2k~), where j corresponds to each 
value on the kl effective key bits of F1 and the k v VISIBLE effective key bits 
of Fn in Equation (3). 

Step 4 For each "i" and "j", computes the probability Pij that the left-side of 
Equation evaluated with "i" and "j" is zero, where the probability takes over 
all the "invisible" effective key bits. Then, set Tj = ~ ,  Pij • Vi 

Step 5 Let T~act be the value which maximizes [Tk -/~-1, i.e., ITe~aa-  N[ = 
m a x k ( l T k _  N 7])" Then adopt the key candidate corresponding to Texaa. 

Step 4 If IT~,~a N N -- ~'1 > -~, then guess that the right-side = 0. If IT~,~a- ~1 < 
N then guess that the right-side = 1. 2 '  

Thus, the number of the counters required for implementing this algorithm is 
2 t -q- 2 kl+k~ -- 2 t q- 2 k-k~, which corresponds to the number of counters, Ui and 
Tj, and the computational complexity for executing this algorithm is O(N)  + 
O(2t+kl+k~), where N is the number of the used known plaintexts. 

Remark. Computing the probability p~j for each (i, j) can be done by using a 
(common) precomputed table with 2k~-entries, which is given in Appendix B. 
We describe the construction of this table in Subsection 3.2. 

3.2 How to evaluate approx imated  formulas  in a probabil is t ic  
manne r  

We discuss how to evaluate a given approximated formula with some unknown 
inputs in a probabilistic manner. 

In the following, we consider an example of the parity F4(CL, K4)[18, 22, 26], 
which we use in our practical attacks on 4-round LOKI91 of Section 4 and is also 
useful for N(> 4)-round attack of Section 7. Note that F4(CL,/(4)[18, 22, 26] is 
derived from the only single S-box $2, namely, S2(Y2)[701s]. Further, we as- 
sume that 4 bits K4123], IQ[19], K4[18],/(4117] are invisible among 12 effective 
key bits of K4127] ~ K4[16], under which we attack 4-round LOKI91 in Sec- 
tion 4. Then, the input y2 of the corresponding S-box is abcd?efg???h, where 
a, b, c, d, e, f ,g ,  h E {0, 1} and "?" denotes an unknown input bit for the crypt- 
analysis. 

Consider 1001?100???1 as the input y2. Then, the possible inputs consist of 
the following 16 pattern: 

100101000001,100101000011,100101000101, 100101000111, 
100101001001,100101001011,100101001101, 100101001111, 
100111000001,100111000011,100111000101,100111000111, 
100111001001,100111001011,100111001101, 100111001111 

The each corresponding output of the S-box is the following: 

01000110,01111111,00111000,10100010, 
00100100,00101001,10100111,11101000, 
10100001,00100001,01001111,00100111, 
01001000,00101100,10011011, 10101011 
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Then, the each corresponding parity of the output with 01110000 masked is the 
following: 

1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  1, 
1 ,  1 ,  1, 0, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 1 

This implies that only 2 times of the zero parity actually occur among 16 types 
of inputs. Thus, we observe that the parity of the output masked by 01110000 for 
input 1001?100???1 takes zero with probability 2/16 (under the assumption that 
all unknown input bits are selected in uniform and random), which is written as 

2 
p8(1001?100??71,01110000) = T6" 

The probability p, (abed?efg???h, 01110000)for each a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h E {0, 1} 
is listed in Appendix B, which is easily tabulated by computer. Such a is obtained 
for a given pair of the pattern of the unknown input bits and the mask value of 
the output for a S-box. Therefor, in the probabilistic counting algorithm presen- 
ted in Subsection 3.1, a common table is used for computing Pij for any (i,j) at 
Step 4. 

3.3 Analyzing our proposed probabilistic counting 

The number of known-plaintexts required for successful linear cryptanalysis, if 
we use the approximated formula which holds probability p, is generally estim- 
ated as c Ip -  1/21-2, where c is the success rate parameter that depends on 
the the approximated formula [Mat93, Mat94, TSM94]. We should note that, in 
our probabilistic counting method, the number of known-plaintexts required for 
successful attacking is depended not only upon the probability with which the 
approximated formula holds but also upon the probability of the bias of the parity 
of the output which we apply the probabilistic argument. 

We investigate how to effect the probability Ps related to the probabilistic 
counting on the successful probability of the applied linear cryptanalysis. In the 
previous subsection, we consider the case of 

2 
p,(1001?100???l, 01110000) = - - .  

16 
as an example. Next we consider the average of the bias of such probabilities over 
all possible inputs abcd?efg???h, i.e., 

iII i~III???i i fi(abcd?efg???h, 011100001 = ~ Z 
i=0000?000?~0 

1 17 - p,(i, 01110000)1 

Throughout the remained part of this paper, instead of abcd?efg???h2, we use the 
notation 111101110001, where "1" denotes the positions of the available bits, then 
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# invisible bits 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

invisible pattern 
0010000000002 
0000011000002 
0100010000012 
0110010001002 
011001000101~ 
0110010001112 
011001100111~ 
1111011100012 
0111010111112 
0101111111112 
0111111111112 
111111111111~ 

x most unbalanced/5(x, 7016) 
1.4375000 x 2 -7 
1.1250000 x 2 -6 
1.6875000 x 2 -~ 
1.1562500 • 2 -5 
1.5468750 x 2 -5 
1.0468750 • 2 -4 
1.3437500 • 2 -4 
1.7265625 • 2 -4 
1.1718750 • 2 -~ 
1.5664063 • 2 -3 
1.0175781 • 2 -'~ 
1.0000000 x 2 -~ 

Table 1. Most unbalanced values of ]5(x, 7010) 

~(abcd?efg???h, 01110000) is written as i~(111101110001, 01110000). The exact 
value of f(111101110001, 01110000), which can be computed f rom the table in 
Appendix B, is 442/4096. This can be generalized for computing ~(x, Fu). 

We have computed which value of x takes the max imum among the set with 
a common number of invisible inputs for the output mask 7016, which is listed 
in Table 1. In the linear cryptanalysis with the probabilistic counting, once we 
decide the number of invisible effective key bits, we choose the position of these 
invisible bits according to Table 1. Remark that the value of the output mask 
7016 is decided from the initially given approximated formula. 

Thus, as the similar argument as Matsui 's  Piling-up Lemma [Mat93], under 
the assumption that the all keys are independent, the number of known-plaintexts 
required for successful probabilistic counting algorithm is theoretically est imated 
a s :  

N = c x (2 x JPlinear -- 1/21 x ~)-2, (4) 

where Plinear is the probabili ty which the given linear approximated formula holds 
with. 

4 A t t a c k i n g  4 - r o u n d  L O K I 9 1  

4.1 P r e v i o u s  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  2 R - m e t h o d  

The best linear expression of 2-round LOKI91 is computed in [TSM94] as the 
following formula (5): 

Pg[a] @ PLia] @ CL[a] = Kl[a]  (a  = 18, 22, 26), (5) 
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which holds with probability p2 = �89 - 1.38 x 2 -6. Then, the 2R-method with 
this 2-round best linear expression induces the following expression for 4-round 
LOKIgl: 

P .  �9 c .  [.] �9 F1 (PL, K1)[-] m F4 (CL, = K=[.] (6) 

which holds as the same probability as P2. 
The expression 6 has 24-bits of the keys g l  [27]K1126].-. K1 [16] K4127].- :K4[16], 

which effect the evaluation of its left-side, and 24-bit effective text bits. Then, 
the original (deterministic) 2R-method requires 225 counters and 24s working 
complexity for implementing, which requires 1.06 • 214 known plaintexts. 

4.2 Our probabil isf ic  2 R - m e t h o d  

To overcome the time/memory constraint of the previous 2R-method, instead of 
dealing with all effective key bits, we consider only a part of the effective key 
bits: we regard 4 bits K4123], K1[19], K4[18], K4[17] of the 4th round of F4 as 
invisible. 

In this case, thoughthe attacker can deterministically decide the parity FI(Ps K1)[a], 
he cannot evaluate F4(CL, K4)[a] in deterministic manner because he does not 
get the complete information on inputs K4. Instead of computing the determin- 
istic parity, the we compute the probability that the parity of F4(CL, K4)[c~] takes 
0 by using a precomputed table with 2 s size, which tabulated in Appendix. By 
using this probability, we can obtain the probability that the left side of Equation 
(6) equals to zero. 

This procedure is executed for all given plain/cipher texts and we get the 
information of the key by using the maximum likelihood primitive. Thus, the 
cryptanalysis regards 12 key-bits of F1 and 8 key-bits of F4 as the visible effective 
key bits, and extracts the user-key candidate by using the probabilistic counting 
algorithm presented in Subsection 3.1. 

Now, we discuss the efficiency of our attack on 4-round LOKIgl. The prob- 
ability that the applied approximated formula (5) holds is P2, and the expected 
bias of success probability of guessing the parity of the 4th-round function F4 
is/~(f7116, 7016) = 1.73 • 2 -4. So, Piling-up Lemma which we discuss at Sub- 
section 3.3, implies that the success probability of the known plaintext attack 
is 

1 1 2_ 8 p =  ~ + 2 •  (1.38x2 -6) x (1.73x 2 -4 ) = ~ + 1 . 1 9 •  (7) 

Then, Formula (4) gives a theoretical estimation on the number of the known 
plaintext required for breaking the cipher that: 

N4 = 8.0 • (1.19 x 2-s) -2 = 1.42 x 218 (8) 

Remark. In this theoretical estimation, we assume that the value of the success 
rate parameter is c = 8.0 as the previous attacks in [TSM94, KR96]. In Section 6, 
we discuss the experimental confirmation on this assumption. 
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This is 26% of the number 1.38 x 220 of the required plaintexts in multiple non- 
linear cryptanalysis with 22~ counters and 23s working effort [KR96]. Since this 
attack uses 20 visible effective key bits and 20 effective text bits, the probabilistic 
counting can be implemented over 221 counters with 24~ time complexity. 

Remark. If one counter costs 2 byte memory, then 221 counters corresponds to 4 
Mega byte memory, which is available over a recent PC. Furthermore, 240 working 
complexity is less than the required time for Matsui's experimental attack on 16- 
round DES [Mat94]. 

5 M o r e  f l e x i b i l i t y  f o r  a t t a c k e r s  

In the original deterministic counting algorithm, the cryptanalyst is restricted to 
using a number of effective key and text bits which is a multiple of the number of 
bit involved in the input to some S-box. As we showed in the previous subsection, 
our new probabilistic method make possible 2R-attack on LOKI'91, which was 
impractical in the previous deterministic method. 

However, the probabilistie method described in Subsection 4.2 requires 221 
counters, which is still impractical for certain attackers. This is improved by 
increasing the number of INVISIBLE effective key bits, which we apply the 
probabilistic argument. Suppose that the cryptanalyst is restricted to handle 
with 217 counters because of the memory-constraint on his PC. In this case, 
the attacker deals with 4 bits, IQ[26]K4125]K4122]K4[18] of 12 effective key 
bits K4127]K4126]...//4116] of the 4-round function in Formula (6) as VISIBLE. 
Then, he must compute the parity of $2 with masked by 7016 from 4 bits informa- 
tion Y2[lO]Y219]Y216]Y212] of the 12 bits input y2. Note that bias/5(64416, 7016) = 
1.16 x 2 -5, then we can theoretically estimate that the number of plaintexts re- 
quired for breaking 4-round LOKI91 is 

N~ = 8 x (2 x 1.16 x 2 -5 x 1.38 x 2-6) -2 = 1.58 x 221 (9) 

Though this is 8.92 times of the required number of plaintexts N4 in 8 of the 
previous attack with 221 counters, the cryptanalysis can execute this attack with 

times working complexity as the previous case. 256 
On the other hand, a cryptanalysis could be alive, who has much more memory 

for counters, though he cannot do complete implementation on the direct 2R- 
attack which requires 225 counters. Suppose that he can use 223 counters. In this 
case, the attacker deals with only 1 bits, K4125]K4122]K4[18] of 12 effective key 
bits K4127]K4126]...K4[16] of the 4-round function in Formula (6) as invisible. 

Then, he computes the parity of $2 with masked by 7016 from 11 bits inform- 
ation expect Y219] of the 12 bits input y2. The bias/5(5ff16, 7016) = 1.57 • 2 -3, 
then we can theoretically estimate that the number of plaintexts required for 
breaking 4-round LOKI91 is 

N~ I = 8 x (2 x 1.57 x 2 -3 x 1.38 x 2-6) -2 = 1.72 x 216 (10) 
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X 

06016 
44116 
64416 
6451e 
64716 
66716 
f7116 
75f1~ 
5ff16 
7 fhe  
fffl~ 

counters 
1213 
215 

2 lr 
21s 
2 iv 
220 
221 
222 

22a 
$225 
$2 TM 

#plaintexts 
1.49 x 22~ 
1.67 x 222 
1.49 x 222 
1.58 x 2 ~ 
1.77 • 22~ 
1.93 • 2 TM 

1.17 • 2 Iy 
1.42 x 215 
1.54 x 2 ~7 
1.72 • 2 TM 

1.02 • 2 a~ 
1.06 • 214 
1.38 • 2 "~ 

work effort 
224 
2~8 
2 ~o 

234 

240 
242 
244 
24~ 
24s 
2 ~ 

t Th~ deterministic 1R attack [TSM94] 
The deterministic 2R attack (hypothetical) 

* The multiple non-linear attack [KR96] 

Table 2. Efficiency of each predict of 4th round F fimction 

Though this requires 16 times working complexity as the attack with 221 counters, 
the required number of plaintexts decrease into 0.30 times as N4 of (8) in the 
previous attack. 

Furthermore, the attacker can control the number of the VISIBLE part of 
the effective key bits in more flexible manner according to his computational 
resource. The performance of the variant attacks is listed in Table 2. Note that 
we assume that the success rate c = 8 for all cases, the correctness of which we 
discuss in our experiment of Section 6. 

6 Experimental  verification of our probabilistic method 

We have carried out our experiment on 4-round version of LOKI91 for confirming 
our theoretical analysis. 

The number of known-plaintexts required for successful linear cryptanalysis 
with the approximated formula, which holds probability p is generally estimated 
as cIp- 1/2[ -2, where c is the success rate parameter depends on the the approx- 
imated formula. In the case of LOKI91, Tokita et al. [TSM94] estimated c = 8 for 
1R-attack's achieving 100% success rate. However, if the number of the effective 
key bits in the used approximated formula increase, the parameter c would be- 
come bigger for achieving 100% success rate. So, deciding the exact value of the 
parameter c is an important for estimating the efficiency of the discussed attack. 

To this end, we implemented some experiments, which is similar to one did 
in [KR96], to predict the success rate of our method. Namely, instead of dir- 
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# invisible bits invisible pattern x 

10 06016 
9 44118 
8 64418 
7 64518 
6 64716 
5 66716 
4 f7116 
3 75f1~ 
2 5ff16 
1 7ffls 

2.0 4.0 
39% 48% 
21~ 34% 
74% 95% 
78% 95% 
79% 95% 
67% 92% 
65% 94% 
161%!99% 
60% 96% 
61% 98% 

c 

6.0 8.0 10.0112.0 
51% 56% 55% 65% 
29% 39% 35% 32% 
99% 99% 
100% 100% 
99% 100% 
99% 100% 
lO0~, 100% 
99% 100% 
lOO~ lOO% 
lOO% lOO% 

Table  3, Success rate of variant attacks 

ect implementing by using 221 counters, we executed the counting algorithm by 
assuming that a part  of target  key (e.g. the effective key of the first round) is 
known, which decreases the number of implemented counter and makes easy for 
implementing. 

The obtained successful rate over 100 trials for the theoretical estimation on 
Table 2 is given in Table3, which we assume that 12 bits of effective key used in 
the first round remain fixed and known. 

Remark. In Table 3, the (strange) degeneration of the success rate in the experi- 
mental  result for the pattern x = f f f16 ,  which corresponds to the deterministic 
2R-method, suggests that the performance of the probabilistic counting in our 
theoretical analysis of Subsection 3.3 should be improved by more refined dis- 
cussion. 

On the other hand, the experimental  results for two pat tern x = 06016, 44116 
show that recovery of only a few bits is not reliable, a similar fact is reported 
in [KR96]. This is because that there are two or more key candidates whose 
probabilistic behavior is quite similar. In Appendix A, we give a refined analysis 
with considering the behavior of incorrect-keys, and show other patterns, which 
achieves better performance than z = 06016,44116 above. 

Furthermore, we have implemented with variable counters in the case of the 
invisible pattern x = f7116 with 4 invisible bits for observing how the success 
rate degrade when the number of recovered key bits increases. The experimented 
results over 100 trials are tabulated in Table 4, where the number of the known 
key bits of the first round changes while the number of the recovered key bits is 
fixed as 8 :4  bits are visible and 4 bits are invisible. 

To the end of this section we estimate how success rates degrade. Follow- 
ing Table 5 is the summarized experimental  results of variant  numbers of the 
recovered bits for x = 64416. 
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# key bits recoverd c 
1st round Fl 4th round F4 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

0 S 65% 84% 94% 100% 100% 
1 8 64% 87% 96% 99% 100% 
2 8 56% 78% 90% 99% 100% 
3 8 48% 72% 94% 100% 100% 
4 8 30% 78% 86% 100% 100% 

Table 4. Success rate of variant numbers of the recovered bits for x -- f7116 

#:key bits recovered 
1st round F1 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

4th round F4 
0 4 
1 4 
2 4 
3 4 
4 4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

c 

c = 2.0 c = 4.0 c = 6.0 
74% 95% 99% 
84% 100% 98% 
48% 94% 98% 
58% 96% 100% 
58% 84% 96% 
38% 88% 100% 
38% 80% 100% 
34% 80% 98% 
34% 72% 92% 
14% 68% 96% 
16% 72% 92% 
-% -% 86% 
-% -% 80% 

c=8.0 
99% 

1oo% 
1oo% 
96% 

1oo% 
98% 

lOO% 
100% 
100% 
96% 

100% 
97% 
96% 

Table 5. Success rate of variant numbers of the recovered bits for x = 66416 

7 Attacking n-round LOKI91 

We apply the probabilistic counting method into n(>  4) round LOKI91. 
As the 16-round LOKI91 [TSM94], iterative linear approximations is useful 

for the best linear approximations of n -- 4, 5, 7, 8, 10. Then, we can apply the 
similar argument of the attack on 4-round LOKI91 into these reduced round 
LOKI91. 

We discuss the efficiency of attacks under the assumption that we have only 
221 counters for 20 visible effective key bits: 

IQ [27]KI [26]K1 [25]KI [24]Ka [23]KI [22]KI [21]IQ [20] KI [19]KI [18] KI [17]KI [16] 
K,~[27]K,~[26]K,~[25]K.[24]K,~[22]K~[21]Kn[20]K,~[16] 

Then, the remained effective bits Kn[23], Kn[19]K,~[18}Kn[17] are regarded as 
invisible, over which we argue the probabilistic behavior. 
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Round 
4 
6 
7 
9 
10 
12 

# plaintexts 
1.42 x 2 TM 

1.50 x 2 ~7 
1.59 x 236 
1.68 X 245 
1.78 x 254 
1.88 x 2 ~ 

# counters 

221 
2 ~ , 
221 

work effort 
1.00 x 240 
1.00 x 240 
1.00 x 240 
1.68 x 24~ 
1.78 x 254 
1.88 x 2 ~3 

Table  6. Attacks on each round LOKI91 with 221 counters 

In the case of 10-round LIKI91, the best linear expression of 8-round LOKI91 
implies via 2R-method the following approximated formula (11) for 10-round 

1 _ 1.23 x 2 -24 . LOKI91, which hold with probabili ty 

PH[a] @ PL[a] ~ CH[a] ~ FI(PL, K1)[a] @ FIo(CL, K,o)[a] 
= K2[~] e K~[~] e Kd~] e K~[~] �9 Ks[~] (11) 

Then, the number of the known plaintext required for breaking 10-round LOKI91 
is theoretically given as follows: 

N1o = 8.0 x (2 x 1.23 x 2 -24 x 1.73 x 2-4) -2 = 1.78 • 254 (12) 

We should recall that the multiple non-linear attack requires 1.72 x 256 known 
plaintexts with 22~ counters for breaking 10-round LOKI91 [KR96]. 

In the case of 12-round LIKI91, the best linear expression of 10-round LOKI91 
implies via 2R-method the following approximated formula (13) for 12-round 
LOKI91, which hold with probabili ty �89 + 1.69 x 2-29: 

PHIl] �9 c.[~] �9 FI(PL, KI)[~] �9 F,2(CL, K~2)[~] 
= K3[a] | K4[a] ~ K6[a] @ KT[a] @ Kg[a] @ Klo[a] (13) 

Then, a theoretically estimation implies that the number of the known plaintext 
required for breaking 12-round LOKI91 is 

N12 = 8.0 • (2 • 1.69 • 2 -29 x 1.73 • 2-4) -2 = 1.88 • 263 (14) 

The performance of these attacks is listed in Table 6. Thus, in our theor- 
etical estimation, 12-round LOKI91 is breakable with 1.88 x 263 known plain- 
texts faster than an exhaustive search for 64-bits keys, whereas the direct 1R- 
method [TSM94] with 213 counters requires 1.97 x 267 known plaintexts with 267 
working effort for breaking 12-round LOKI91. 
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8 Concluding remarks 

Yet another extension of linear cryptanalysis has been presented by introducing 
probabilistic counting method. This new method improves the performance of 
the linear cryptanalysis of LOKI91, which correctness was confirmed via our 
implemented experiments. We note that, though we have examined 3R- and 4R- 
attack on DES, no significant advantage over existing attacks on DES are yet 
obtained. 

A future research topic is to optimize our method. We have used the best 
linear expression for k-round LOKI91. However, alternative better expression 
could exist for our probabilistic method, which would improve the perform- 
ance of our attack. Furthermore, a hybrid attack between our method and the 
others [LH94, KR94, KR96] shall be investigated for clarifying the limitation 
of the linear cryptanalysis, which is useful for designing provably secure block 
ciphers INK95]. 

The final remark is that our probabilistic-counting method can be applicable 
to any statistical attack [Vau96], based on the maximum likelihood principle, 
which includes differential cryptanalysis [BS91, BS93], though advantage of ap- 
plied cryptanalysis over existing attacks remains open. 
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A A refined analysis of the probabilistic method 

A.1 Theoretical  formula o f  S u c c e s s  r a t e  

Subsection 3.3 roughly discussed the performance of our probabilistic method by 
simply applying Matsui 's Pil ing-up L e m m a  [Mat93]. This appendix considers an 
exact performance by dealing with the behavior of incorrect keys. 

First, we consider the following linear approximation to use the cryptanalysis: 
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Ph[F Ph] ~ PI[F P~] ~ Ch[FCh] @ Ct[FCz] (15) 
@FI(PI, K1)[FPh] @ F,~(Ct, Kn)[FCh] = K[FK] 

Now we assume that the parity of the 1st round F-function F~(P~, K~)[FPh] 
and the parity of the nth round F-function Fn (Ct, h'n)[FCh] are derived from a 
single S-box. Then, by using the notation 

PC[FPC] = Ph [FPh] @/~ [FPz] @ Ch [FCh] @ C, [FCI], 

we can write the above linear expression as follows: 

PC[FPC] @ S(YI,~:)[FS~] @ S(Y,,,y)[FSn] = K[FK]. 

In the equation above, the notation Yk,~ denotes inputs of the x-th S-box 1 in 
the k-round F-function, and FS1,FSn denote each mask obtained from FPh,FCh 
via expanding function E of each F-function. 

Let �89 + p' (p' > 0) be the probability that this linear expression holds for 
the correct key T T K 1 K~.  Then, the success rate of the original linear cryptanalysis 
with N random pairs of plain/cipher-texts is estimated [Mat93] in the following 
formula: 

Note that, in this formula, 

#w = N(  2 +P ' ) ,  

m is the number of the key candidates which are not correct, and 

WE~(x) = Prob T~ : ~ - x < < -~ + x , 

where T ~ denotes the value of the counter corresponding to the (wrong) key 
candidates K W - K T �9 ~. 

Next we consider how to modify the formula above in the case with probab- 
ilistic counting. 

In our attack, assume that there exists 12 effective textbits and 12 effective 
keybits for the first round S-box with the 12 input bits, and there exists d(< 12) 
effective textbits and d effective keybits for the n round S-box with the 12 input 
bits. Then, the number of key candidates is 212+d, which the correct key exists 
in. 

For simplifying the discussion, we consider the case of d = 2. In this case, the 
1 attacker guesses the value S(Y,~,u)[I'Sn ] is O with probability ~ +eab,  which is 

computed as discussed in Subsection 3.2, and corresponds to such a distribution 
table given in Appendix B. 

i Note that, in the discussed attack of LOKI91, x = 2. 
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Now we consider the following assumption. 

A s s u m p t i o n  A: The distribution of the statistic T~ correspond- 
ing to the key candidate Kn = K T (~ ten can be modeled by using 
a bimonomial distribution. 

Theorem:  Under Assumption A, the success rate of our probabilistic-counting 
linear-cryptanalysis with N random pairs of plain/cipher-texts is 

x ~ e x p { - 2 ( x - N ( ~ + P ' ) ) 2 }  dx 

The proof of this theorem is omitted from this extended abstract. 
We should remark that this formula can be easily generalized into the case 

d(2 _< d < 12) as follows. 

2 N ei 2 ~ [ rN +~ + ( E ~,~,;, __~_)) ) dy 

•  {_N2 ( x _ N ( 2  _bp,))2}dx. 

We calculated the formula for the corresponding el to the parameters of Table 3 
of experimental results. 

A.2 Numerica l  versus Exper imenta l  

We compare success rates numerically computed from the theoretical formula to 
experimentally obtained success rates. Note that, in both case of numerical and 
experimental, we assume that the attacker knows the key of the first round in 
advance, and discuss success rate to find the n-th round key. 

First, we consider the case when the invisible pattern is x = 06016. Though 
this is the most unbalanced among the patterns with 10 invisible bits (see Table 1), 
the experimental result in Table 3 shows that this pattern is not so good for at- 
tacking. The distribution table ps(x =?????ab?????2, 01110000) is the following: 

( 22 - 2 0 )  

1024 1024 

Then, via the theoretical formula with the distribution table above implies the 
following relation between the parameter c and the success rate. 
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# invisible bits 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

success rate 
invisible pattern x 2.0 4.0 

06016 27% 28% 
44116 19% 21% 
64416 93% 99% 
64518 99% 100% 
64718 99% 100% 
66716 95% 99% 
f7118 87~ 97% 
75fl 8 74% 89% 
5ff18 60% 77% 
7f f18 48% 64% 

parameter c 
6.0 8.0 lO.O 12.o 
29% 30% 31% 31% 
22% 24% 25% 25% 
100% 100~ 
100% 100% 
100% 100% 
100% 100% 
99% 100~ 
95% 98% 
85% 91% 
74% 80% 

Table  7. Calculation of success rate of varianlt attacks 

c 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
Numerical 27% 28% 29% 30% 30% 31% 

Experiment 39% 48% 51% 56% 55% 65% 

We give some results on other patterns with 10 invisible bits for c = 8 in the 
following table. 

X 
N 

EO02 ~012 ) 
El02 E112 

Numerical 
Experiment 

01416 04416 08416 
31,551,642 

10~4 
_ 

1024 1024 
85% 
100% 

45,434,364 

Lo~s~ 1 4 
1 o ~ 4  

51% 
72% 

24,929,692 (--:2718) 
1 n ~ 4  

71% 
100% 

The comparision on the pattern x = 44116, which is the most unbalanced 
among 9 invisible bits, is the following. 

c 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
Numerical 19% 21% 23% 24% 25% 25% 

Experiment 21% 34% 29% 39% 35% 32% 

The comparison in the case of other patterns with 9 invisible bits for c = 8 
is the following. 

x 00716 0 6 4 1 6  2 6 0 1 6  44116 [ 48416 6 0 2 1 6  60416 
N 6,721,059 7,887,910 ~,588,726 6,721,059~8,588,726 6,987,214 6,721,059 

Numerical 50% 85% 95% 24% 100% 50% 100% 
Experiment 57% 97% 100% 38% 100% 52% 100% 

Thus, the refined formula well simulates the experimental results on patterns 
with a few visible bits, and suggests how to choose the invisible pattern for more 
strong attacks on LOKI91. 
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